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UM HIRES W ASHINGTON POST ED ITO R
AS VISITING NATIVE AM ERICAN JOURNALIST
MISSOULA—
A veteran editor on the foreign desk of the Washington Post will be the first Native
American journalist-in-residence at The University of Montana-Missoula journalism school,
acting Dean Carol Van Valkenburg announced this week.
Starting spring semester, Dennis McAuliffe Jr., an enrolled member of Oklahoma’s
Osage tribe, will teach courses for one year at both UM and Salish Kootenai College in Pablo.
The hiring of McAuliffe was made possible by a $90,000 grant from the Freedom
Forum last July. The grant pays his salary, as well as support, travel and student recruiting
costs.
“We are really pleased to have Denny join our faculty,” Van Valkenburg said. “He
will be a wonderful mentor for students and also will help us reach our goal of attracting more
Native American students to journalism. We also are grateful to the Freedom Forum for
providing the support that allowed us to attract a journalist of Denny’s caliber.”
McAuliffe has been at the Post since 1983, working at the foreign desk for 11 years.
He has worked 7:30 p.m. to 3 a.m. shifts as the night foreign desk editor for the past several
years.
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“Denny McAuliffe is perhaps the most gifted all-round editor on the Foreign Desk,”
according to one recent in-house evaluation. “He brings a grace to his writing and editing that
is rare, even at the Post, and is universally agreed to be a pleasure to work with. He knows
when to rewrite and when not to. He can un-muddle and redo the worst we get, but his
judgment is good enough to make only essential fixes in the good stuff. ”
A graduate of the University of Maryland (and, as he says, “a graduate of the Harvard
School of Hunt and Peck Journalism”), McAuliffe began his first newspaper job at age 15 with
the now-defunct Washington Daily News. After a stint in the Army during Vietnam,
McAuliffe worked as a stringer in Panama for Reuters and the London Observer, and then on
the copy desk of the European Stars and Stripes.
The Post editor is looking forward to his new responsibility. He said, “I believe
strongly that I would be performing a valuable service, both to my own sense of personal
responsibility and to the larger societal need, if I can assist the University of Montana in
setting itself up as the center for Native American journalism, both to train Indians for the
profession and to educate all journalists, be they Native or not, on Indian issues.”
During spring semester, McAuliffe will teach a two-credit seminar at UM on
multicultural journalism and help teach the school’s award-winning Native News Honors
Project. That class will be combined this year with the radio-television department’s Student
Documentary Unit, which has won several Rocky Mountain Emmy awards for its productions.
He also will teach a reporting class at Salish Kootenai College, on the Flathead Reservation.
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